
As Published In 

“Financial Advisors: 5 Best Stock Investing Ideas For 2018” 

Author:  Ky Trang Ho 

Features: Sam Ali, CRPC®, CFS® 

Published: December 3rd, 2017 

Excerpt: “An investment in McKesson Corporation provides exposure to a dominant player in the 

healthcare industry with revenues exceeding $150 billion in 2017 and a market capitalization of over 

$30 billion,” said Sam Ali, CRPC®, CFS®. He’s a financial advisor at Manske Wealth Management 

in Houston, overseeing $205 million in assets. “As pharmaceutical spending continues to rapidly 

increase, McKesson is poised to take advantage of the additional spending.”  

“In 2016, McKesson was trading at 16 times earnings compared to 20 times earnings for the S&P 

500,” said Ali. “In the current market environment, considering company valuations and looking for a 

relative discount may help to minimize downside market risk.” 

Ali added: “It is important for investors to consider that profit margins in the pharmaceutical space are 

limited due to the competitive industry. Additional pricing pressure may negatively impact company 

profits moving forward.” 



As Published In 

“Test Your Prediction Skills” 

Author:  Contest 

Features: Sam Ali, CRPC®, CFS® - Contest Winner 

Published: July 3rd, 2014 

Excerpt: Congratulations to Sam Ali of Houston, who used his own technical analysis strategy to win 

a nationwide stock analysis contest involving Barclays. It is a real honor for Manske Wealth 

Management to have a First Place national winner on the team. 



As Published In 

“How to Bear Down in a Declining Stock Market?” 

Author:  Brian O’Connell 

Features: Sam Ali, CRPC®, CFS® 

Published: November 28th 2016 

Excerpt: "Lock in profits," says Sam Ali, a money manager with Manske Wealth Management in 

Houston. "The average retail investor is typically buying during market euphoria. For example, they 

see an article headline that states Dow Jones hits all-time high of 19,000 and they respond by making 

stock purchases. I try to educate my clients that this is an opportunity to lock in gains that we've 

achieved in 2016, and take advantage of purchases after the pullback. Always be thinking buy low and 

sell high." 

For the ultimate heads-up, hire a financial advisor that places an emphasis on client communication, 

Ali says. "At our firm, the mantra is 'every client, every month.'" We pride ourselves on monthly 

client communication so that we're keeping our clients and their other advisors informed. During that 

monthly communication, we're talking to clients about our expectation that we'll see a market 

pullback so that they are not caught by surprise." 
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